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Updated Myers' Psychology for AP®
This concise, clearly-written introduction will help
cement students' understanding of the different
theories surrounding addictive behaviour. The authors
examine both behavioural and substance-related
disorders, with chapters discussing biological,
cognitive and moralistic perspectives, all organized
around the key stages of addiction.

A Focus on Fractions
Tom Patterson’s We the People is a concise approach
to American Government emphasizing critical thinking
through relevant examples that appeal to today’s
students. This extremely readable program provides
opportunities to engage with the political process
through tools that help students learn how to think
about politics, utilizing digital resources that connect
students with the material in a highly personalized
way.

Psychology
How do past relationships shape who we are today?
Attachment theory offers a powerful model for
explaining how our earliest relationships affect not
only our development as children, but also our
feelings and behaviour as adults. This succinct and
highly readable book offers the perfect introduction to
a fascinating and fast-growing field. It explains the
key concepts in attachment theory and describes how
the main attachment types play out both in childhood
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and later life. It identifies some of the intriguing
questions being explored by research, such as: What
part do individuals' attachment histories play in adult
relationships? What scope is there for attachment
styles established in infancy to change later in life?
Students and professionals alike from across the
fields of psychology, counselling, health and social
work will find this an illuminating and thoughtprovoking guide to the rich complexity of human
behaviour.

LooseLeaf for We The People: An
Introduction to American Government
Designing courses to deliver effective teaching and
significant learning is the best way to set students up
for success, and this book guides readers through the
process. The authors have worked with faculty worldwide, and share the stories of how faculty have
transformed courses from theory to practice. They
start with Dee Fink’s foundation of integrating course
design. Then they provide additional design concepts
to expand the course blueprint to implement plans for
communication, accessibility, technology integration,
as well as the assessment of course design as it fits
into the assessment of programs and institutions, and
how faculty can use what they learn to meet their
professional goals.

The Brief Penguin Handbook
Now your students can become intelligent consumers
of scientific research, without being overwhelmed by
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the statistics! Jaccard and Becker's text teaches
students the basic skills for analyzing data and helps
them become intelligent consumers of scientific
information. Praised for its real-life applications, the
text tells students when to use a particular statistic,
why they should use it, and how the statistic should
be computed and interpreted. Because many
students, given a set of data, cannot determine where
to begin in answering relevant research questions,
the authors explicate the issues involved in selecting
a statistical test. Each statistical technique is
introduced by giving instances where the test is most
typically applied followed by an interesting research
example (each example is taken from psychology
literature).

Sepsis Management in Resource-limited
Settings
More than any other psychology textbook, Don and
Sandra Hockenbury’s Psychology relates the science
of psychology to the lives of the wide range of
students taking the introductory course. Now
Psychology returns in a remarkable new edition that
shows just how well-attuned the Hockenburys are to
the needs of today’s students and instructors.
Psychology began with a basic idea: combine
scientific authority with a narrative that engages
students and relates to their lives. From decades of
experience teaching, the Hockenburys created a book
filled with cutting-edge science and real-life stories
that draw students of all kinds into the course.
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Discovering Psychology: The Science of
Mind
"Darwinism and war: science or religion? argues that
the different perspectives of Christians and
Darwinians on the nature and causes of warfare
reveal them to be playing the same game, offering
not so much scientific or empirical explanations but
rival value-laden analyses, suggesting we have less a
science-religion conflict and more one between two
rival religious visions - Christianity and a form of
secular Darwinian humanism"--

THINK Social Psychology, First Canadian
Edition
Anda Curso Elemental
A Focus on Fractions is a groundbreaking effort to
make the mathematics education research on how
students develop their understanding of fraction
concepts readily accessible and understandable to
pre- and in-service K– 8 mathematics educators.
Using extensive annotated samples of student work,
as well as vignettes characteristic of classroom
teachers’ experiences, this book equips educators
with the knowledge and tools to reveal students’
thinking so that they can modify their teaching and
improve student learning of fraction concepts. A
Focus on Fractions 2nd edition includes sections on
the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics
and the Ongoing Assessment Project (OGAP) Fraction
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Framework integrated into each chapter as well as a
new chapter on the OGAP Fraction Progression and
how it can be used for formative assessment
purposes. This updated edition assists teachers in
translating research findings into their classroom
practice by conveying detailed information about how
students develop fraction understandings. Additional
images and examples serve to flesh out and
supplement the newly-introduced concepts in this
updated and expanded edition. Special Features:
Looking Back Questions at the end of each chapter
provide teachers the opportunity to analyze student
thinking and consider instructional strategies for their
own students. Instructional Links help teachers relate
concepts from the chapter to their own instructional
materials and programs. Big Ideas frame the chapters
and provide a platform for meaningful exploration of
the teaching of fractions. Answer Key posted online
offers extensive explanations of in-chapter questions.
New sections devoted to the CCSSM and OGAP
Fraction Progression are woven throughout the book
as well as a new stand alone chapter on the OGAP
Fraction Progression. The OGAP Fraction Framework is
an all-new eResource, now available as a free
download from the book’s website:
www.routledge.com/9781138816442.

Writing and Reading Across the
Curriculum
With COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY, Kloos, Hill, Thomas,
Wandersman, and Dalton have addressed the
challenge of transforming an abstract, theoretical
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topic into a lively and understandable subject for
students. Through concrete examples and consistent
pedagogy, this text helps students understand the
concepts as well as how to apply them. After
introducing community psychology and its history, the
authors describe methods of community research and
discuss how to understand communities from the
perspectives of sense of community, coping, and
social support. The focus then shifts to community
programs and actions: preventing problem behavior
and promoting social competence, citizen
participation, organizing for community and social
change, and program evaluation and development.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Wong's Essentials of Pediatric Nursing
This leading text has been written to prepare Year 10
students for senior study in Psychology. It will
stimulate student interest in some of the most
popular occupational fields of psychology - Sport,
Clinical, Forensic and developmental Psychology. The
introductory chapter focuses on the central element
of psychological research methods.This new edition
includes a new module on Developmental Psychology.
This section deliberately concentrates on issues that
are relevant to the school years a

Designing Effective Teaching and
Significant Learning
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Community Psychology: Linking
Individuals and Communities
Written by the author of the remarkably successful
Real Writing, Real Essays strengthens the writing and
editing skills that students need to succeed in college,
at work, and in everyday life. Maintaining a strong
connection to the real world, the second edition does
more to build the skills that are essential for success
in the essay-writing course and for other college-level
work. Expanded coverage of close, critical reading
and new advice and assignments on writing about
readings give students practical preparation for
college success.

Introduction to Psychology
The Science of Psychology: An Appreciative View
treats psychology as an integrated science - placing
function before dysfunction. The narrative shows
where the various subfields of the science
interconnect. This second edition provides a flexible
solution for an AP Psychology course. From its
readable and lively prose to the adaptive questioning
diagnostic tool and personalized study plan on
Connect Psychology, The Science of Psychology
ensures an accurate and timely understanding of
psychology as a science. Pedagogical and analytical
thinking aides, intersections, and Psychological
Inquiry encourage students' critical thinking and
active engagement with the reading. Laura King's
contemporary, engaging, and personal writing style
draws students into the text and encourages them to
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read more actively and critically. The Science of
Psychology adapts to students individually and
provides a roadmap for success that gets students
reading and studying more frequently, effectively,
and efficiently. The adaptive questioning diagnostic in
the Connect Psychology web-based assignment and
assessment platforms ensures students understand
key chapter concepts. Connect Psychology - turnkey
course setups are available almost immediately, or
the course can be customized at virtually any level.
This makes The Science of Psychology perfect for faceto-face, online, or hybrid course delivery.

Psychology of Addictive Behaviour
Part of the popular Secrets series, this helpful
reference presents basic physical therapy concepts
and then introduces different healing modalities,
specialties and orthopedic procedures typically
prescribed for common injuries such as shoulders and
extremities. Common diseases are included as well as
more innovative diagnostic tools for physical
therapists such as radiology. Each chapter features
concise information that includes the author's tips,
memory aids and "secrets." Bulleted lists, algorithms
and illustrations provide a quick review of the specific
topic discussed. The information is entirely evidencebased, outcome based and up-to-date. All chapters
provide an emphasis on outcome studies and
evidence-based practice and include the latest
research for the concepts presented. Numerous
charts, table and algorithms summarize and visually
portray concepts covered in the chapters to provide
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additional information for clinical decision making.
Chapters are written by well-known contributors,
including some of the best-known physical therapists
practicing in the field today. Provides important
information on topics covered in the orthopedic
specialty exam. Includes detailed information relevant
to making an accurate shoulder assessment as well
as the most common shoulder disorders. A
comprehensive, heavily illustrated new chapter on
orthopedic radiology provides a quick review on
reading and interpreting radiographs of common
orthopedic conditions. A new differential diagnosis
chapter describes the process and the purpose of
differential diagnosis for physical therapists who are
practicing without referral and who need to expand
their knowledge of medical problems that mimic
musculoskeletal disease.

Handbook of Communication and Social
Interaction Skills
THINK Currency. THINK Relevancy. THINK Social
Psychology. THINK Social Psychology is designed to
teach you the essential information you need in a
briefer, more accessible format. THINK is more than
just a textbook--its unique, engaging visual design,
contemporary examples, and high-interest readings
make social psychology exciting and relevant.

Health Psychology
Shortlisted for the 2011 BPS Book Award Emotion
Science is a state-of-the-art introduction to the study
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of emotion. Drawing on a wide array of research from
psychology and neuroscience, the author presents an
integrated picture of our current understanding of
normal as well as disordered emotions such as
anxiety and depression. The author draws a clear
distinction between emotions, moods and feelings,
and suggests how they can be understood within an
integrated model. The book is ideal for undergraduate
and graduate courses in psychology and related
areas, and will be a useful reference for active
researchers.

Psychology
Providing a thorough review and synthesis of work on
communication skills and skill enhancement, this
Handbook serves as a comprehensive and
contemporary survey of theory and research on social
interaction skills. Editors John O. Greene and Brant R.
Burleson have brought together preeminent
researchers and writers to contribute to this volume,
establishing a foundation on which future study and
research will build. The handbook chapters are
organized into five major units: general theoretical
and methodological issues (models of skill acquisition,
methods of skill assessment); fundamental interaction
skills (both transfunctional and transcontextual);
function-focused skills (informing, persuading,
supporting); skills used in management of diverse
personal relationships (friendships, romances,
marriages); and skills used in varied venues of public
and professional life (managing leading, teaching).
Distinctive features of this handbook include: * broad,
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comprehensive treatment of work on social
interaction skills and skill acquisition; * up-to-date
reviews of research in each area; and * emphasis on
empirically supported strategies for developing and
enhancing specific skills. Researchers in
communication studies, psychology, family studies,
business management, and related areas will find this
volume a comprehensive, authoritative source on
communications skills and their enhancement, and it
will be essential reading for scholars and students
across the spectrum of disciplines studying social
interaction.

Handbook for Teaching Introductory
Psychology
This acclaimed classroom favourite makes the science
of psychology come alive for students, with personal
stories that exemplify important concepts in a studentfriendly way and coverage of the field’s scientific
foundations and advances. The substantially updated
new edition extends the book’s focus on developing
scientific literacy in the context of psychology, with
new features in print and in the book’s new online
course space, LaunchPad. These features are the
result of the book’s most dramatic addition—Sandra
Hockenbury’s new writing partnership with co-author,
Susan Nolan, who shares her belief that the
introductory course can help all kinds of students
develop a real understanding of psychology and
lasting scientific literacy without sacrificing the field’s
research core. The book can also be purchased with
the breakthrough online resource, LaunchPad, which
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offers innovative media content, curated and
organised for easy assignability. LaunchPad's intuitive
interface presents quizzing, flashcards, animations
and much more to make learning actively engaging.

Orthopaedic Physical Therapy Secrets - EBook
This comprehensive text takes a models approach by
presenting separate chapters on individual theorists
and perspectives. Within this well-organized structure,
Gredler offers meticulouly accurate coverage of
contemporary learning theories and their application
to educational practice–including issues of readiness,
motivation, problem-solving, and the social context
for learning. Key content include increased emphases
on the contributions of neuroscience and of
Vygotsky's work.

King, The Science of Psychology (NASTA
Reinforced High School Binding)
Like its predecessors, Volume III of the Handbook for
Teaching Introductory Psychology provides
introductory psychology instructors with teaching
ideas and activities that can immediately be put into
practice in the classroom. It contains an organized
collection of articles from Teaching of Psychology
(TOP), the official journal of the Society for the
Teaching of Psychology, Division 2 of the American
Psychological Association. Volume III contains 89
articles from TOP that have not been included in other
volumes. Another distinction between this volume and
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its predecessors is its emphasis on testing and
assessment. The book is divided into two sections.
Section One, "Issues and Approaches in Teaching
Introductory Psychology," contains 52 articles on
critical issues, such as: how to approach the course;
understanding students' interests, perceptions, and
motives; students' existing knowledge of psychology
(including their misconceptions); a comparison of
introductory textbooks and tips on how to evaluate
them; test questions and student factors affecting
exam performance; an overview of different forms of
feedback; giving extra credit; and how to deal with
academic dishonesty. Section Two consists of 37
articles that present demonstrations, class and
laboratory projects, and other techniques to enhance
teaching and learning in both the introductory, as well
as advanced courses in the discipline. This section is
organized so as to parallel the order of topics found in
most introductory psychology textbooks. Intended for
academicians who teach the introductory psychology
course and/or oversee grad assistants who teach the
course, all royalties of the book go directly to the
Society for the Teaching of Psychology to promote its
activities to further improve the teaching of
psychology.

Emotion Science
Review of Orthopaedic Trauma
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your
instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure
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that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each
title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In
addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products. Packages Access codes for
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be
included when purchasing or renting from companies
other than Pearson; check with the seller before
completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you
rent or purchase a used book with an access code,
the access code may have been redeemed previously
and you may have to purchase a new access code.
Access codes Access codes that are purchased from
sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being
either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code.
Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- Designed
with You in Mind The ¡Anda! program provides
practical responses to the challenges today’s Spanish
instructors and students encounter. Instructors now
face many challenges: Decreased classroom contact
hours, increased instructor and student workloads,
larger class sizes, new course models like hybrid and
fully online and more ambitious classroom goals
including focusing on practical communication and
culture awareness instead of grammar alone. The
¡Anda! program offers a true solution for instructors
by delivering realistic goals with a realistic approach;
focusing on student motivation and offering a variety
of tools to promote success. Teaching and Learning
Experience Realistic and Balanced Approach –
Instructors and students don’t have to rush through
the entire scope of Spanish grammar in 2 semesters.
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They can focus on practical communication which
helps students feel more motivated and successful in
the course. Explore Grammar – Grammar is chunked
to allow students to assimilate and practice without
feeling overwhelmed. Explanations are clear and
concise and include many supporting examples
followed by practice activities. Build Vocabulary –
Each chapter contains a realistic number of new
vocabulary words and like grammar, is presented in
chunks at the point of need. Develop Skills – Unique
reading and video storyline mystery motivates
students to read. Dedicated speaking, listening and
writing sections provide strategies and the process
necessary to effectively develop skills in the target
language. Connect with Culture - Both “high” and
“popular” cultureare woven throughout the chapters
to enable students to learn to recognize and
appreciate cultural diversity as they explore
behaviors and values of the Spanish-speaking world.
They are encouraged to think critically about these
cultural practices and gifts to society. Personalize
Learning – MySpanishLab’s proven results will be
available for fall 2012 courses. Note:
MyLanguageLabs does not come automatically
packaged with this text. To purchase
MyLanguageLabs access, please visit:
www.mylanguagelabs.com or you can purchase a
valuepack of the text + MyLanguageLabs 24-month
access (ISBN: 0205872387).

Discovering Psychology
Why is having a good diet and getting plenty of
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exercise so important for our health? How do we know
that smoking is bad for us? In this illuminating
introduction, Rodham unpacks the relationship
between our behaviour and health, exploring the
principal areas that concern health psychologists,
including health promotion, policy and specific issues
such as eating behaviour and stress. Whatever your
level of study, this overview of health psychology will
help you get to grips with the main issues and allow
you to push your understanding further.

The Development of Children
More than any other psychology textbook, Don and
Sandra Hockenbury’s Psychology relates the science
of psychology to the lives of the wide range of
students taking the introductory course. Now
Psychology returns in a remarkable new edition that
shows just how well-attuned the Hockenburys are to
the needs of today’s students and instructors.
Psychology began with a basic idea: combine
scientific authority with a narrative that engages
students and relates to their lives. From decades of
experience teaching, the Hockenburys created a book
filled with cutting-edge science and real-life stories
that draw students of all kinds into the course.

Activities Handbook for the Teaching of
Psychology
Check out a preview. More than any other
introductory psychology textbook, the Hockenburys’
brief book is the one in which students see
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themselves – and the world they live in. The new
edition builds on that distinction, presenting the
discipline with a unique understanding of today’s
students in all their diversity, emphasizing the field’s
immediate impact on their lives. Without sacrificing
science, Don and Sandy Hockenbury draw on personal
experiences and anecdotes to illustrate essential
concepts and important research directions. FREE
PACKAGE ITEMS WITH THIS EDITION UPON ORDERING
The Discovering Psychology eBook, Online Study
Center, or Study Guide can be packaged FREE with
this new edition: Discovering Psychology and Study
Guide ISBN-13: 978-1-4292-1749-1 Discovering
Psychology and Online Study Center ISBN-13:
978-1-4292-4697-2

Basic Biomechanics
Written by Thuy Karafa, Ferris State University, and
Dennis Coon for seamless integration with the text,
this Study Guide is structured around the (Survey,
Question, Read, Reflect, Review, Recite) active
learning system. It offers many opportunities for
practice, self-testing, and review. Features include a
"Chapter Overview," "Recite and Review" (fill-in-theblank), "Connections" (matching), "Check Your
Memory" (true/false), "Final Survey and Review" (fillin-the-blank), a "Mastery Test" (multiple choice) for
each chapter of the book, and an updated Language
Development Guide. Available at a discount when
packaged with the text. Contact your Wadsworth
Cengage Learning representative for more
information.
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Introduction to Psychology
More than any other introductory psychology
textbook, the Hockenburys' brief book presents the
discipline with a unique understanding of today's
students--emphasizing its relevance and immediate
impact on their lives. Without sacrificing science, the
authors draw on personal experiences and anecdotes
to illustrate essential concepts and important
research direction. TheFourth Editionincorporates
hundreds of new research studies throughout, with
particular attention to areas of intensive current
research and enduring student interest, including
neuroscience, lifespan development, memory, and
gender and culture issues. Also new is the
dramatically enhanced media and supplements
package, offering more ways than ever to help
students make the study of psychology a part of their
world.

Attachment Across the Lifecourse
Announcing a new Myers/DeWall text, created
specifically for the Fall 2019 AP® course framework!
You are likely familiar with the name Dr. David G.
Myers. Now, he and his new co-author, Nathan
DeWall, bring you a book that will allow you to use
College Board's new Personal Progress Checks and
Dashboard more effectively. This updated edition
includes 100% of the new course content in the new
nine-unit structure. All teacher and student resources
will also be updated to correlate to the new student
edition; this includes the TE, TRFD, TB, Strive, and
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LaunchPad. Everything will publish in summer 2020
such that you can use this new program for Fall 2020
classes. If you're not familiar with Myers/DeWall texts,
you are in for a treat! Drs. Myers and DeWall share a
passion for the teaching of psychological science
through wit, humor, and the telling of poignant
personal stories (individually identified in the text by
the use of each author's initials [DM and ND]).
Through close collaboration, these authors produce a
unified voice that will teach, illuminate, and inspire
your AP® students.

Issues, Debates and Approaches in
Psychology
Beyond Common Sense addresses the many
important and controversial issues that arise from the
use of psychological and social science in the
courtroom. Each chapter identifies areas of scientific
agreement and disagreement, and discusses how
psychological science advances our understanding of
human behavior beyond common sense. Features
original chapters written by some of the leading
experts in the field of psychology and law including
Elizabeth Loftus, Saul Kassin, Faye Crosby, Alice
Eagly, Gary Wells, Louise Fitzgerald, Craig Anderson,
and Phoebe Ellsworth The 14 issues addressed
include eyewitness identification, gender stereotypes,
repressed memories, Affirmative Action and the death
penalty Commentaries written by leading social
science and law scholars discuss key legal and
scientific themes that emerge from the science
chapters and illustrate how psychological science is or
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can be used in the courts

Learning and Instruction
"This book is designed to help students organize their
thinking about psychology at a conceptual level. The
focus on behaviour and empiricism has produced a
text that is better organized, has fewer chapters, and
is somewhat shorter than many of the leading books.
The beginning of each section includes learning
objectives; throughout the body of each section are
key terms in bold followed by their definitions in
italics; key takeaways, and exercises and critical
thinking activities end each section"--BCcampus
website.

Maternal Child Nursing Care
Review of Orthopaedic Trauma, Second Edition,
embraces the full scope of adult and pediatric trauma
care in one convenient resource. The expertly written
and abundantly illustrated text emphasizes material
likely to appear on board and training
exams—presented in an outline format that is perfect
for exam preparation or review of new and emerging
topics.

Real Essays with Readings
This popular textbook has long been acclaimed for its
authoritative chronological exploration of how the
lives of children are shaped by biological and cultural
factors. Lead author Cynthia Lightfoot builds on the
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legacy of original authors Michael and Sheila Cole,
offering a lively, engaging, and always accessible
examination of child development as a process
involving the whole child within multiple, mutually
influencing contexts. Throughout, the emphasis is on
how the interaction of biology and culture contributes
both to the universal pathways of development
shared by all children and to the diverse
developmental patterns that unfold in the lives of
individual children. This is an accessible introduction
to Developmental Psychology for students taking
courses that focus on child and adolescent
development.

Psychology (Loose Leaf)
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the
bound book. The Brief Penguin Handbook has
established itself as the best-selling handbook to
enter the market in eighteen years. The design and
approach of The Brief Penguin Handbook started with
ideas and suggestions from real students, and thus it
is uniquely successful when it comes to giving
students the information they need in a format they
will actually use. With unique visual guides and
models for writing, research, and documentation,
distinctive coverage of writing for different purposes,
and Lester Faigley’s clear, accessible explanations,
The Brief Penguin Handbook makes it simple for
students to achieve success in their composition
classes.
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Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences
The seventh edition of Basic Biomechanics has been
significantly updated from the previous edition. The
approach taken remains an integrated balance of
qualitative and quantitative examples, applications,
and problems designed to illustrate the principles
discussed. The seventh edition also retains the
important sensitivity to the fact that some beginning
students of biomechanics possess weak backgrounds
in mathematics. For this reason, it includes numerous
sample problems and applications, along with
practical advice on approaching quantitative
problems. With balanced, integrated coverage of
applied anatomy, mechanical principles, and relevant
sport and daily living applications, this text introduces
you to the basics of biomechanics. The quantitative
aspects of biomechanics are presented in a
manageable, progressive fashion, with practical
advice on approaching both qualitative and
quantitative problems in biomechanics

Psychology in Action
This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license. It
constitutes a unique source of knowledge and
guidance for all healthcare workers who care for
patients with sepsis and septic shock in resourcelimited settings. More than eighty percent of the
worldwide deaths related to sepsis occur in resourcelimited settings in low and middle-income countries.
Current international sepsis guidelines cannot be
implemented without adaptations towards these
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settings, mainly because of the difference in local
resources and a different spectrum of infectious
diseases causing sepsis. This prompted members of
the Global Intensive Care working group of the
European Society of Intensive Care Medicine (ESICM)
and the Mahidol-Oxford Tropical Medicine Research
Unit (MORU, Bangkok, Thailand) - among which the
Editors – to develop with an international group of
experts a comprehensive set of recommendations for
the management of sepsis in resource-limited
settings. Recommendations are based on both current
scientific evidence and clinical experience of clinicians
working in resource-limited settings. The book
includes an overview chapter outlining the current
challenges and future directions of sepsis
management as well as general recommendations on
the structure and organization of intensive care
services in resource-limited settings. Specific
recommendations on the recognition and
management of patients with sepsis and septic shock
in these settings are grouped into seven chapters.
The book provides evidence-based practical guidance
for doctors in low and middle income countries
treating patients with sepsis, and highlights areas for
further research and discussion.

The Problem of War
Beyond Common Sense
In this fresh new offering to the Intro Psychology
course, authors John Cacioppo and Laura Freberg
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portray psychology as being an integrative science in
two ways. First, they have written a text that reflects
psychology's rightful place as a hub science that
draws from and is cited by research in many other
fields. Second, this text presents psychology as a
unified science that seeks a complete understanding
of the human mind, rather than as a loosely organized
set of autonomous subspecialties. As psychology
moves rapidly toward maturity as an integrative,
multidisciplinary field, the introductory course offers
an opportunity to teach all of psychology in one place
and at one time. This text reflects that evolution--and
the authors' excitement about it. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Discovering Psychology
Sports Injuries of the Foot is the go-to text for the
management and treatment of foot injuries in
athletes, demonstrating the current state-of-the-art
techniques in assessment, testing and treatment.
Organized anatomically beginning with the toes and
working down the foot, it covers such common
athletic injuries as turf toe, bunions, MTP instability
and mid foot and navicular fractures, all in the
context of athletic activity. Attention is also given to
special considerations for the adolescent and female
athlete, with an eye toward return to play. Written by
clinicians for clinicians, it will be an invaluable
resource for orthopedists, podiatrists, team
physicians, athletic trainers and primary care
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Sports Injuries of the Foot
Where did psychology originate? How has it evolved?
These questions are at the heart of understanding the
key debates that are central to psychology. In this
highly approachable introduction, Fairholm tackles
the big questions in psychology covering the ever
controversial nature vs. nurture debate, free will and
determinism, and other important topics. Whatever
your level of study, this introduction will guide you
through the most important issues that psychologists
continue to dispute in the twenty-first century.
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